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Highlighted below are some of the testimonials
indigo leaf, and its preceding brand Apac Reach
have received since April 2017. Full testimonials can
be requested, and references provided, but some
remain anonymous at the request of the client.

Scott Bradbury
“More
than a
‘telesales’
operative because she takes
time to learn about our
business and to understand
the context of the calls. She
thinks about what she is
doing.”
Director, Scott Bradbury

IBSP

1Enrol

“They have worked with us in
great detail to understand us,
our business ethos, and our
target market, enabling us to
speak with many people we
wouldn’t
otherwise
have
encountered, resulting in an
increased contact base, and
more importantly, actual new
clients.”
MD, IBSP

‘We now have a pipeline of
opportunities and a thorough
knowledge of our market that
will help shape the success of
1Enrol in the coming years,
Thank you James & Amy”
Founder, 1Enrol

WDR

Midlands TC

Kinura

“Working with APAC Reach has
been a complete pleasure and
we trust that this partnership
will move from strength to
strength in the future as we
continue some great work
together... I would recommend
APAC Reach to any business
wishing to increase their lead
generation and contact base.”

“APAC Reach understood what
our objectives were and
created a broad structure
around which to make the
calls to our prospect list. When
we have subsequently had
face-to-face meetings with
these prospects they have
often commented on the
professional and personable
nature of our sales people The APAC Reach team.”

The clients we are dealing
with are senior level execs. in
large enterprises and FTSE
100 companies. We had very
positive feedback from people
who dealt directly with indigo
leaf, and they have a good
understanding of the clients’
needs in the technical and
communication sector. I would
be very happy to recommend
them”

MD, Training company

MD, Kinura

L&D Consultant, WDR

indigo leaf is a boutique sales consultancy that
provides a wide range of services to help support
small & medium sized enterprises. The 7-stage
sales process refinement programme is a collection
of these services blended together to help provide
immediate success and on-going support.

Telephone: 0333 300 1435
Email: info@indigo-leaf.com

